This paper presents the construction of a novel representation of shape called the scale-spectrum space, which makes both spatial frequency channels of speci c importance (concerning spectrum information being isolated) as well as signi cant scale levels from the viewpoint of these spectrum bands explicit. The scale concept in the vision literature stands for the characteristic length over which gray-level variations in the image take place and/or the operator size used for processing the given image. In scale-space representation where gray-level shape generally comprises multiple structures at di erent levels of scale, it is often not possible to obtain an image where all the structures are described at their best scale levels, if one structure is well-enhanced, the other ones appear blurred. At best, some forms of compromise among the structures at di erent scale levels can be sought. To overcome this problem we present an e cient multi-channel scheme which may be employed to automatically describe each gray-level structure at its most suitable level of smoothing. This representation allows for a data-driven detection of those spectrum bands, and the evolution of scale levels from the viewpoint of such domains, and it is not an e ect of some externally chosen criteria or tuning parameters. As a result, it is derived a multichannel organization selectively sensitive to spatial frequency and size which is biologically inspired in the behavior of visual cortex neurones as well as retinal cells. In absence of further information, the scale-spectrum space can serve as a guide to subsequent processing requiring knowledge about the scales at which grey-level structure with particular frequency components (high, medium or low frequency content) occurs. keyword and phrases: Shape representation, spatial frequency channel, scale selection, spectrum indexes, scale-spectrum space.
INTRODUCTION
Neurological (Koch and Ullman (1) ; Sandon (2) ) and physiological (Fischler and Firschein (3) ) evidence indicates that the human eye acts as an information lter that extracts only part of the total information available to it. On the contrary, our subjective impression is that we view our surroundings in sharp focus which seems to have led vision researchers to ignore the fact that in biological systems the images that fall on the retina are typically badly focused everywhere except within the central fovea (Crane (4) ). As a matter of fact, biological visual systems rst employ an optical system that produces a degraded image, and then go to great lengths to undo this blurring and present us with a subjective impression of sharp focus. Numerous physiological measurements (Young (5) ) support the theory that the receptive eld pro les found in mammalian front-end visual systems can be modelled by Gaussian lters of various widths or their partial derivatives (Koenderink (6) ).
The human visual system is capable of zooming in on the right range of scale: in this way, for instance, it accomplishes the heart's location task on a cardioscintigram through blurring the image, while it decreases the scale in order to analyze the heart's ner structure (Hay and Chesters (7) ). As a consequence, to be capable of deriving an automatic visual system simulating such a behavior, it will be important to analyze the dependence of image structure on the scale level.
Similar situations are probable to occur in every visual processing, and as a result, any automatic visual system should be capable of dealing with the relevant structures of images which naturally occur at di erent scales. But most automatic visual systems in computer vision and image analysis assume that the signi cant scales at which the di erent sized structures must be analyzed, have been already identi ed; even though in many applications without prior knowledge the extracting of only signi cant scales is a very di cult problem. For instance, most edge detection tech-niques apply a smoothing process before the extraction of intensity changes; that is, to get a description of the di erent intensity change models in the given image we can think of applying to each region one smoothing operator of proper scale. Thus a small-scale parameter must be applied on a ne intensity change structure while a large-scale parameter operator should be used to get details from coarse intensity change structure. In fact, the scale parameters are critical because they control the behavior of edges (Garc a, Fdez-Valdivia, and Garrido (8) ).
In short, the problem we are referring is how to automatically extract the signi cant scales of grey-level shape without knowing both what kind of structure we are analyzing and where such a structure is located. As demonstrated in (Garc a et al. (8) ), once both the image's intensity change models arising from distinct physical processes have been located and the scale information about such change models is extracted, later stage processing tasks can be simpli ed. Of course, something similar is also true for planar curves (Garc a and Fdez-Valdivia (9) ; (10) ; Garc a, Fdez-Valdivia and P erez de la Blanca (11) ; Garc a, Fdez-Valdivia and Molina (12) ).
As noted above, in many applications the image structures of interest occur at a variety of spatial scales, and in order to detect them multiscale analysis was proposed by (Rosenfeld and Thurston (13) ) and (Witkin (14) ), as well as developed by (Koenderink (15) ; Babaud et al. (16) ; Yuille and Poggio (17) ; Lindeberg (18) ) among others. By applying operators of di erent neighborhood size to an image, multiscale analysis captures information at a range of scales. But surfaces in nature usually have a hierarchical organization that consists of a reduced number of levels (Marr (19) ). For instance, at the nest level, a tree is composed of leaves with a very complex structure of veins. At the next level, each leaf is replaced by a single region, and at the highest level there is a single blob corresponding to the treetop. There is a natural range of resolutions corresponding to each of these levels of description. This leads naturally to a situation where one thing can be several di erent objects at di erent times, as its image is processed for di erent reasons: a tree can give rise to several di erent psychological objects, depending on whether it is to be avoided, climbed or felled, for example. But the problem is that without knowledge about the desired features, to explicitly select signi cant scales for image is a di cult problem, as well as to combine all the information from multiple scales. On the other hand, as suggested in (Lu and Jain (20) ), the multiscale techniques have the fundamental problem that the integration of outputs from operators of di erent scales is not based on any in-depth knowledge of how features behave at di erent scales for the detector. Since multiscale methods represent features at all the discrete scales within a range, there will be little qualitative change between most images at adjacent scales, so much of the data is redundant and as a result it is ine cient to analyze it in later stage processing.
As a consequence, it seems clear enough that any visual system handling real-work image data requires a basic tool for scale selection capable of extracting of only signi cant scales at which di erent structures occur. An ideal tool should be capable of satisfying a criterion of computational e ciency as well as of representing the image detail neither requiring user-set parameters nor a priori knowledge about the nature of the image. And this work is intended to provided it.
On the other hand, the theory of a substratum of spatial frequency channels has emerged from a broad variety of observations, lurking always in the background the idea that a process resembling a coarse Fourier analysis might subserve our internal representation of the spatial visual world (Kabrisky (21) ; Blakemore and Campbell (22) ; Ginsburg (23) ; Ma ei and Fiorentini (24) ; Pollen and Taylor (25) ). Early support for the spatial-frequency channels concept arose from psychophysical as well as neurophysical experiments. On the one hand, spatial frequency speci ty was revealed from masking and adaptation tests (Blakemore and Campbell (22) ) in addition to which (Campbell and Robson (26) ) have pointed out that detection and discrimination for one dimensional periodic luminance may be predicted from contrast thresholds of the individual Fourier components in their waveforms. On the other hand, many important papers (Campbell et al. (27) ; Ma ei and Fiorentini (24) ; Ikeda and Wright (28) ) have demonstrated that neurophysiological recordings from single cells in the visual cortex of mammalians show bandpass spatial frequency tuning properties similar to those observed psychophysically. Over the past decade there has been a debate in the literature about the existence of a critical spatial-frequency range for object recognition. So for instance, (Ginsburg (23) ) argued that the low spatial frequencies were su cient for face recognition, while (Fiorentini et al. (29) ) found that recognition of face images limited to low frequencies was worse than recognition of images ltered to contain only higher frequencies. The need for high frequencies for face recognition is indicated indirectly from a number of studies. Bandpass-ltered images judged most similar to the mental image of recently memorized face had a relatively high central frequency (Harvey and Sinclair (30) ).
Here, the behavior of the image spectrum over scales from the viewpoint of di erent spectrum domains of interest will be analyzed. As a result, a novel representation of gray-level structures is proposed: the scale-spectrum space, which makes explicit the meaningful amount of deviation in spectrum information between images smoothed at successive scales across a range of separated scale levels, from the viewpoint of the di erent spectrum parcellations of interest (in order to analyze the given data). The scale-spectrum space can be easily computed through two spectrum indexes: the rst, the antialiasing index indicating the relative amount of spectrum folded back into each spectrum domain; the second, the ltering index measuring the amount of deviation in each spectrum parcellation of interest between two smoothed images (or regions) at successive scales across a discrete range.
The scale-spectrum space gives a qualitative description of image structure, which allows for detection of only signi cant scales such as those at which a ltering index assumes local maxima over scales, at a spectrum domain of particular importance. In the proposed representation the di erent spectrum domains of speci c importance are made explicit by using the antialiasing index. Besides in this presentation, applications are given demonstrating how the scale-spectrum space can be employed for simplifying later stage processing.
The layout of this paper is as follows: In section 2 the concepts necessary for constructing the proposed representation are introduced, and so the two spectrum indexes are described. In section 3 the formulation to extract the spatial frequency channels in analyzing the data is given. In section 4, it is presented the scale-spectrum space, as well as how it can be used to only determine signi cant scales in representing graylevel shape. In section 5 a comprehensive treatment of the proposed representation is presented through a set of experiments and discussion. Finally, the main conclusions of the paper are summarized.
THE ROLE OF THE SPECTRUM INDEXES IN CONSTRUCTING THE SCALE-SPECTRUM SPACE
We consider an image coding in which a number of data-driven spatial frequency channels function as lters in order to selectively detect structures corresponding to particular 2-D spatial frequency components, instead of using an in nite number of detectors for all the possible visual patterns. For this purpose, the Fourier transform is used to transform the data into a set of perceptually independent features|the image features associated with the Fourier transform|. This image coding has several advantages, in particular it allows us to separate those spatial frequency channels, which are tuned to frequency bands mainly associated with noise and do not contain any useful information for image processing, from other ones whose excitation levels exceed that of unwanted detail and noise, and isolating very speci c sorts of structures.
On the one hand, a problem to be solved is the selection of an appropriate set of spatial frequency channels. Instead of using a xed number of spatial-frequency channels empirically tuned, we propose an approach for determining them by isolating homogeneous spectral data in terms of an objective criterion derived from a spectral index, the antialiasing index. More precisely, all the sensors needed to process the given input will be obtained in such a way that each of them is tuned only to information associated with consecutive spatial-frequency components, which are alike with respect to their relevance for explaining the data. On the other hand, the other critical parameter of the natural scales of the spatial frequency channel has to be determined as well. In this approach, the signi cant scales of the channel are de ned in terms of those of pattern with components in such a channel of the 2-D spatial frequency domain. At present, another spectral index, the ltering index, is used for channel scale selection, with this index measuring the amount of deviation between the channel spectrum content of the normalized input at consecutive scales, over a range of scale levels. Exactly this point is analyzed in Section 2.2.
To sum up, given a gray-level image (or a region in a segmented image)
f (x; y); 0 x; y K 2 n ? 1 (1) in order to construct the scale-spectrum space for f (x; y) which allows the extraction of only signi cant scales for gray-level structure, we make use of two spectral indexes: the antialiasing index and the ltering index. Given a spatial frequency channel (0; sup ), with sup in the discrete range (0; ), the antialiasing index noted as ( sup ) indicates the relative amount of spectrum folded back into (0; sup ), that is to say into the corresponding 2-D spectrum domain noted as sup where the highest radial frequency is given by sup , after the sampling rate reduction from to sup :
The antialiasing index
where j F =1 ( 1 ; 2 ) j denotes the Fourier transform magnitude of the given input smoothed at scale = 1; and sup indicates the 2-D spectrum domain with the highest radial frequency given by sup , while denotes the entire 2-D frequency spectrum. Here, it is applied such a smoothing at scale = 1 in order to avoid very high frequencies from quantization noise: as a matter of fact, one cannot expect things to be geometrically correct at the limiting lower scale boundary, where there exists many spurious detail.
Fourier transform magnitudes can be used in the generation of templates in pattern recognition applications. As a matter of fact (Gardenier et al. (31) ) state conditions under which the Fourier phase can be reconstructed from samples of the Fourier magnitude, as well as, emphasize that the intrinsic form of a nite, positive image is, in general, uniquely related to the magnitude of its Fourier transform. As a consequence, if one has a given Fourier transform magnitude, then, there exists only one nite, positive image that is compatible with that magnitude, and so the given image can be uniquely related to samples of its Fourier magnitudes.
In order to construct the scale-spectrum space, deviation in spectrum content between two smoothed versions of the input at successive scales, across a separated range of smoothing levels, from the viewpoint of spatial frequency domain of particular importance ( inf ; sup ) must be calculated. But, what is a spatial frequency domain of speci c importance?. Since the spectrum information of the data is generally located at a certain number of frequencies, there will be domains ( inf ; sup ) in (0; ) comprised of consecutive spatial frequency components exhibiting close resemblance without being identical in its importance to describe the data's spectrum content. Hence, in order to simplify later stage processing, the entire domain (0; ) can be segmented into a number of sequences ( inf ; sup ) such that spatial frequencies from di erent domains are not alike with respect to its relevance for explaining the data spectrum information. As a matter of fact, when decreases from to 0 di erent frequency components of the data are removed, and so there are values of marking a change in the rate of spectrum attenuation. Such values of can be utilized in deriving a natural partitioning of (0; ) into a number of domains which are alike in the importance of the respective spatial frequency components isolated. Of course, the problem is what a value determining a mark of the change of the rate of spectrum attenuation as decreases is. To give answer to such a question the antialiasing index will be utilized by analyzing how the spectrum distortion due to aliasing evolves over the di erent spectrum domains.
The ltering index
An heuristic principle for scale selection in each spatial frequency channel is proposed based on one physical observable, that is the distortion between spectrum information for input at successive smoothing levels as a function of scale. Because we are dealing with a physical entity, in order to be capable of expressing a physical relation in a unit free form, such a function relating physical observables must be independent of the choice of dimensional units (Florack et al. (32) ). Henceforth an alternative formulation of the multiscale representation is employed through considering normalized coordinates, x= and y= , with the motivation for introducing such dimensionless coordinates being scale invariance (Lindeberg and Garding (33) ).
Given a spatial frecuency channel ( inf ; sup ), with both inf and sup in the range (0; ), the ltering index noted as ( inf ; sup ; ) indicates the amount of distortion between Fourier transform magnitude of the normalized input at scale and that of the normalized input smoothed at next scale + , from the viewpoint of such a domain of particular interest:
where j F ( 1 ; 2 ) j denotes the Fourier transform magnitude of the normalized input smoothed at scale ; and the integration domain ( inf ; sup) corresponds to vertical and horizontal frequencies in the 2-D spectrum domain associated with spatial frequency channel under investigation. The ltering index can be utilized to measure the amount of deviation between the spectrum content of the normalized input at consecutive scales, over a range of scale levels. When such a dissimilarity measure is plotted against the scale level, a sharp growth in that deviation plot would indicate relatively important spectrum information being removed. Besides by changing the spatial frequency channel, that is to say the corresponding spectrum domain, the resultant measurement would be adapted to other di erent sized structures.
Such an index can be understood as a tool in analyzing what a signi cant scale of the normalized input is, by taking into account that:
(i) two successive scales and + , at which the input is blurred, will be alike concerning distortion in spectrum content into one particular spatial frequency channel ( inf ; sup ) if the value of the ltering index at scale is close to that of + ; (ii) on the other hand, a scale will be signi cant regarding a spatial frecuency channel ( inf ; sup ) if the ltering index ( inf ; sup ; ) assumes local maxima in value at scale , over a range of separated scale levels. That is, if there exists an important distortion throughout such a domain between F ( 1 ; 2 ) and F + ( 1 ; 2 ). Of course, this is an heuristic principle for scale selection and its basis is analyzed in Section 4.1.
The value of signi cant scale at which analyzing information concerning a spectrum domain of particular importance, corresponds to the level at which the value of ltering index is meaningful larger than those of the neighborhood scale levels. This rule to determine signi cant scales is objective in the sense that it assumes no threshold, and as a consequence leads to an objective selection of . The rule here considered also makes the problem of selecting scale levels well-de ned.
EXTRACTING SPATIAL FREQUENCY CHANNELS OF INTER-EST FOR THE GIVEN INPUT
The antialiasing index ( sup ) de ned as
it can be thought of as a function of the radial frequency parameter sup , with sup determining the highest radial frequency for the domain under investigation:
: (0; ) ?! (0; 1)
where ( This function experiments a signi cant increment of its value ( sup ) at locations sup such that the corresponding 2-D spectrum domain incorporates some important frequency components to the spectrum information of the given input. On the other hand, such an increment will be more or less abrupt depending on the relative importance (to explain the data spectrum) of the frequency components being added.
In order to detect locations sup at which experiments a change of the rate of increment, a technique based on the extremes of the second-derivative, 00 , will be utilized. The extremes of the second derivative, both maxima and minima, correspond to positions marking a change of the rate of increment in , and so they are positions dividing the entire channel (0; ) into a number of sequences which are alike in the importance of the respective frequency components isolated. Of course, the crucial question is how to compute the second derivative robustly. One possibility is to compute second derivatives by using, for instance, the technique described in (Mokhtarian and Mackworth (34) ) or another simpler approximation (Jain (35) ).
The spectrum domains of interest
In any case, once the function 00 ( ) has been calculated, the locations producing change of the rate of increment in can be detected as the positions of the extremes of the second-derivative 00 . Hence, we are in conditions of de ning the concept of spatial frequency channel of interest through using such an information from the antialiasing index.
De nition 1. Let the position of the second-derivative extrema for the ltered antialiasing function ( ) be Of course, that is an heuristic principle stating that the positions of change of the rate of increment in the antialiasing index are likely candidates to correspond to spectrum domains of certain interest in analyzing the input. However, such a principle can be used to generate reasonable hypotheses about what a spectrum interval of particular importance is, and clearly, this problem is intractable if treated as a pure mathematical problem. In fact, in order to apply a more re ned mathematical model, it is necessary to have some kind of qualitative initial information, but how should such information be obtained automatically?.
DETECTING SIGNIFICANT SCALES FOR THE GIVEN INPUT
Once spectrum domains of speci c importance have been derived through a technique based on the extremes of the second derivative of the antialiasing index , we do already know where the input must be studied (in terms of its frequency components) in order to detect only signi cant scales of interest: at the spatial frequency channels ( 0 ; 1 ); ( 1 ; 2 ); ; ( n?1 ; n ), making the assuption that 00 has extremes at the positions 1 ; 2 ; ; n .
In fact, assuming the ordering 0 < 1 < 2 < < n ; the channel ( 0 ; 1 ) corresponds to the lowest frequency components, while at the other end of the sequence, the 2-D spectrum domain associated with ( n?1 ; n ) only contains the highest frequency components.
As noted before, the ltering index , de ned on each spectrum domain of particular importance, will be the tool in analyzing the input f (x; y) : determining the radial extrema frequency corresponding to spectrum band under investigation. Recall an alternative formulation of the scale-space concept is employed by considering normalized coordinates, with the motivation for introducing such dimensionless coordinates being scale invariance.
The task of only selecting signi cant scales for processing the given input, having no prior information about it, is also intractable in the terms of a pure mathematical question. Hence, a systematic method for generating initial hypotheses (which it could not be optimal in a strict sense) must be developed.
In order to deal with the problem of selecting signi cant scales at which the given input must be described, the proposed approach introduces a genuine principle about what a interesting scale level is: the scales of interest are generated from scales where the amount of distortion in a spectrum band of speci c importance assumes local maxima over scales. That is, rst, concerning scale selection for a particular spectrum domain (meaningful in order to explain the image information) we will select scale levels that correspond to local maxima over scales of the measure of distortion for such particular spectrum components of interest, and second, once such scale information is explicitly available at all the channels, the structures in the given data corresponding to certain frequency components can be described at the scale levels selected for the spectrum domains containing such frequency components. As a consequence, in absence of other evidence, it has been derived from given data that there is gray-level structure concerning spatial frequency channel ( i?1 ; i ), and that such a structure should be only described at the detected scales for such a channel, and so for each interval ( 
Signi cant scales for each channel
For each channel, the local-maxima locations of the ltering index (i; ) are extracted over a range of separated scale levels, with i xed and indicating the channel under investigation, while increasing by a constant from one level to the next, and with starting at 1.
Of course, once i is xed, a location producing local-maximum value in the ltering function over scales, determines a scale at which there is a signi cant distortion between the spectrum content of the data smoothed at scale and that of the data at the next scale + from the viewpoint of ( i?1 ; i ), which it can be understood as structure at scale associated with frequency components in channel given by radial extrema frequency So, the complex problem of extracting scale levels at which analyze generic graylevel shape has been reduced to that simpler of detecting scales of interest at which structure with very speci c spectrum information (high, medium or low frequency content) should be described. Since each structure in the data is associated to particular frequency components within a spectrum domain of particular interest, the scale sets for the di erent channels determine the only signi cant scales at which all the grey-level shape in the data must be described. In fact, the ability to decompose a complex problem{that of where to look in addition to how to concentrate on certain features in the input data{ into simpler subproblems is a major motivation for using the proposed scheme.
The scale-spectrum space
As a result of the derived formulation, a general framework for analyzing over scales structures corresponding to distinct parcellations of the spectrum domain is obtained: the scale-spectrum space. It is based on the general idea that in situations when no information is available about appropriate scales for analysis, a reasonable approach is to only consider descriptions at signi cant scale levels from the viewpoint of each channel.
The purpose of such a representation is to make explicit both domains of speci c inter-est, concerning signi cant structure from the data being isolated, and natural scales at which events in each of these spectrum parcellations occur. Hence, the behavior of structures corresponding to speci c spectrum information will be analyzed over scales. This representation allows for a data-driven detection of signi cant channels,and the evolution of scale levels from the viewpoint of such channels, and it is not an e ect of some externally chosen criteria or tuning parameters. Thus, the scale-spectrum space can serve as a guide to subsequent processing which requires knowledge about the scales at which grey-level structure with di erent frequency components occurs.
The scale-spectrum space of the given input f (x; y) is taken to mean a parameterized family in which the signi cant scales in analyzing the distinct spectrum parcellations of interest are represented. Given this basis, scale-spectrum space is de ned as a 2-D space parameterized by both channel (under investigation) and scale value. The graylevel structure is now a function of channel and scale, and the scale-spectrum space represents a sequence of spectrum parcellations concerning qualitative structure and the important scales at which structure within each parcellation should be described. Note that such representation avoids both redundancy and error from information of di erent signi cance being simultaneously analyzed over scales. A straightforward way to detect signi cant scale levels for shape in the given input is by determining the scales having associated a marked point (i; ) in scale-spectrum space. Note that in addition to know whether a scale is signi cant or not to describe shape, it has been also derived that the scale will be only important in order to accomplish later stage processing in which detail concerning channel ( A visual system incorporating such an heuristic principle can be capable of handling real-work image data (about which usually no or very little a priori information is available) with automatic scale selection and being basically free from tuning parameters.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For simplicity, in this section it will be assumed the given input appears to only contain several global gray-level structures of di erent sizes. As a consequence, the technique proposed need to be applied in the way of an algorithm for determining global signi cant scales. However, this does not pose any restriction to the applicability of the results here derived. In fact, such results can be naturally extended to more complex situations in which it would be necessary to use the representation for extracting of local signi cant scales. The operator size or scale refers to the size of the neighborhood used for polynomial approximation, and it is a crucial parameter for feature extraction. For instance, in order to select local scale parameters for edge detection, an automatic three-stage process based on scale-spectrum space can be used:
(i) rst, the scale-spectrum space for the input f (x; y) is constructed; (ii) second, the data f (x; y) is analyzed in terms of its frequency content locally in space. To this aim, information concerning space-location of spectrum components might be extracted by rst windowing the data f so to cut o only a well-localized slice of f , and then taking its Fourier transform (this is, the windowed Fourier transform). Due to the wavelet transform provides a similar local description in frequency content of f , with few important di erences (e.g. in the shapes of the analyzing functions), the wavelet transform is better able than the windowed Fourier transform to locally zoom in on data f . Hence, the former will be used used when locally analyzing data; (iii) and nally, the scale levels at which to apply edge detection on a spatial location, say (x; y), will be the signi cant scales of the spectrum domains of speci c interest isolating local frequency content from such a spatial location (x; y), with that local frequency information being extracted as described in the step (ii).
Anyway, this three-stage process describes only one possible application of the scalespectrum representation in later processing.
Figs. 1(a) and 1(d) show two textured images which are not alike concerning the size and corresponding spectrum content of the respective gray-level structures. They were digitized o the photographic illustrations from (Brodatz (36) ) using a 300 DPI scanner. The scale-spectrum spaces for such a pair of images given in Fig. 1 (a) and 1(d), are presented in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. In order to compute (i; ) for each spectrum domain of interest, a separated range of scales was used, with being increased from 1 to 50.5 by adding 0.5 from one level to the next. In the graphical representation for scale-spectrum space here adopted, the horizontal axes depict the scales of the Gaussian, and the vertical axes show the values of (i; ) at each given channel represented by i. On the other hand, in Figures 1(b) and 1(e) are plotted the antialiasing functions ( sup ) for textured images given in Fig. 1(a)  and 1(d) , respectively. The corresponding second derivative of the ltered antialiasing functions are also plotted in Fig. 1(c) and 1(f) . The derived spatial frequency channels and their signi cant scales for textured images in Figs. 1(a) and 1(d) are displayed in Tables 1 and 2 , respectively. One interesting point can be grasped from both tables, as well as from the corresponding scale-spectrum spaces: the derived partition of the entire spectrum domain in bands makes possible to isolate both the unwanted detail and noise into a reduced number of high frequencies channels whose excitation levels do not exceed that of the unwanted detail; that is to say, having a single signi cant scale close to the trivial level of smoothing = 1. As a matter of fact, those channels tuned to frequency bands mainly associated with noise do not contain information useful for image processing. On the other hand the lowest frequency channel is not very useful, because it captures features too coarse to explain gray-level variations in an image (Farrokhnia (37) ). Another interesting point can also be derived through analysing both scale-spectrum spaces: in the scale-spectrum space given in Fig. 2(b) and obtained from Fig. 1(d) , gray-level structure with size 8 pixels, that is to say = 8, appears concerning channel 5; 7); while in the scale-spectrum for textured image in Fig. 1(a) , the lowest frequency channel containing signi cant structure, with size 10 pixels, is 3; 12). Fig. 3(a) presents several smoothed versions for textured image presented in Fig.  1(a) . To obtain such representations the original image was smoothed at the signicant scales associated with essential detail into each channel. Such signi cant levels describe the basic gray-level structure concerning the corresponding spectrum band. Besides Fig. 3(b) presents the smoothed versions at natural scales for repesenting gray-level detail in Fig. 1(d) .
In Fig. 4(a) is presented a medical image from tissue section. The image digitation module was a single-slot frame-grabber card plugged into the computer workstation, with a CCD video camera with 512 512 resolution attached to the microscope-frame grabber system. Apart from the limited resolution of our video camera and frame grabber, the lack of uniformity in the light distribution on the eld of observation and dirt in the microscope optical system were sources of noise in the image derived from the gray-level of the pixels. In Fig. 4(b) and 4(c) are plotted the antialiasing function ( sup ) and its second derivative from such an image, respectively. In Fig.  5(a) is shown the scale-spectrum space from image given in Fig. 4(a) . In Table 3 are given the corresponding channels as well as the signi cant scales describing detail into each channel.
In Fig. 8 are shown the smoothed images at the signi cant scales obtained from an astronomical image given in Fig. 7(a) . The astronomical image containing a spiral galaxy has been obtained by scanning a picture from (Sandage (38) ) at 300 dpi and 256 gray levels. It is obvious that the process of capturing, printing and scanning introduces noise and very high non-linear transformations on the gray level of the resultant image. In Tables 4 and 5 are presented the spectrum domains as well as the meaningful scale levels in explaining the structure from image in Fig. 5(b) and Fig.  7(a) , respectively.
Any useful gray-level shape representation method in computational vision should make accurate and reliable analyzing of an object possible, hence a number of criteria should be satis ed by such a representation schema: (1) invariance, in the sense that the representation for the gray-level shape should be invariant against shapepreserving transformations; (2) a criterion of uniqueness meaning that two gray-level shapes which contain di erent basic structures have distinct representations; (3) the gray-level representations must be stable with respect to signi cant uniform and non-uniform noise on the shapes they represent, that is, a small change in the gray-level shape leads to a small change in its representation; (4) also such a representation schema must satisfy a criterion of e ciency, that is, its computational complexity should be a low-order polynomial in time and space. Besides it must be easily implemented. Of course, these criteria for judging the suitability of shape representation, could produce some di culties (Watt (39) By stability we meant that a small change in the gray-level shape should lead to a small change in its scale-spectrum space. Our aim is to show that the scale-spectrum representation is relatively insensitive to the imaging noise. Our comments will be based on the ability of the scale-spectrum scheme to represent a biological image, displayed in Fig 4(a) , in noisy condition. So in this experiment the stability of our formulation was tested by adding zero mean Gaussian noise to the image, with the deviation being xed to 20 for obtaining the noisy image showed in Fig. 4(d) . The e ects of the noise are obvious. Its scale-spectrum space is shown in Fig. 5(b) , while both channels and corresponding signi cant scales are presented in Table 4 . As noted above, the derived partition of the entire spectrum domain in bands makes possible to isolate the noise into a reduced number of high frequencies channels, in this case the spatial frequency channels 29; 33); 33; 37); 37; 40); 40; 42); 42; 44); 44; 47); 47; 51) and 51; 55), whose excitation levels do not exceed that of the unwanted detail; that is to say, having a single signi cant scale close to the trivial level of smoothing = 1. Besides the lowest frequency channel is not useful, because it captures features too coarse to explain gray-level variations in an image. The other low and medium frequency channels show ltering functions alike to that obtained for related low and medium frequency channels in scale-spectrum space for original image without noise being added (see Fig. 5(a) ). Fig. 6(b) presents several smoothed versions for the noisy image given in Fig. 4(d) .
To obtain such representations in each case the noisy image was smoothed at the signi cant scale associated with each spectrum domain of particular interest. Such a signi cant level describes the basic structure with frequencies concerning the considered spectrum band. Fig. 6 (a) presents several smoothed versions for the original image presented in Fig. 4(a) . By simply viewing such resultant images, it can be noted that such representations contain the basic structure associated with each corresponding frequencies, while removing unwanted detail and noise. This experiment demonstrates that even under very poor conditions our formulation consistently describes the corrupted version of the image, representing the signi cant shape features.
From the viewpoint of the e ciency, the computation of the scale-spectrum representations calls for evaluation of several convolutions. This process can be made e cient using both Fast Fourier Transform and taking into account that convolutions with Gaussians of large standard deviation can be reexpressed through convolutions with that of small deviation. On the other hand, the scale-spectrum space can be e ciently stored and encoded. As a conclusion, all the computations which are involved can be easily implemented.
The software implementing the proposed scheme has been developed under Khoros 2.0 environment, and the Toolbox as well as the test data are available from URL direction http://decsai.ugr.es/diata/, or by anonymous ftp from decsai.ugr.es.
CONCLUSION
The paper introduced a novel representation technique for gray-level shape: the scalespectrum space. The construction of such a representation by using two spectrum indexes was also described. The proposed scheme was based on the following heuristic principles:
(A) In absence of further information, given an interesting spectrum domain of certain importance given by radial frequency extrema The proposed representation satis es nearly a number of criteria considered necessary for any general-purpose gray-level shape representation scheme: (i) It allows for a data-driven detection of signi cant spectrum domains of speci c importance, and the evolution of scale levels from the viewpoint of such domains, and it is not an e ect of some externally chosen criteria or tuning parameters. Hence, in absence of further information, the scale-spectrum space can serve as a guide to subsequent processing requiring knowledge about the scales at which grey-level structure with particular spectrum components (high, medium or low frequency content) occurs. (ii) It avoids both redundancy and error from information of distinct signi cance being simultaneously analyzed over scales. (iii) It is capable of dealing with variable levels of noise on the data. Experimental results showed that shape could be described in high accuracy while eliminating noise and unwanted detail. (iv) It satis es a criterion of e ciency, that is, its computational complexity is a very low-order polynomial in time and space. (v) The proposed method for representing gray-level shape neither requires user-set parameters nor prior knowledge about the nature of the images. Figure 2.-(a)-(b) scale-spectrum spaces for textured images given in Fig. 1(a) and 1(d) , respectively. Figure 3. -(a) textured image from Fig. 1(a) Table 1 .-spectrum domains of particular importance and corresponding signi cant scale levels from textured image given in Fig. 1(a) . Table 2 .-spectrum domains of particular importance and corresponding signi cant scale levels from textured image given in Fig. 1(d) . Table 3 .-spectrum domains of particular importance and corresponding signi cant scale levels from a biological image given in Fig. 4(a) . Table 4 .-spectrum domains of particular importance and corresponding signi cant scale levels from a noisy image shown in Fig. 4(d) . Table 5 .-spectrum domains of particular importance and corresponding signi cant scale levels from astronomical image shown in Fig. 7(a) . Table 6 .-spectrum domains of particular importance and corresponding signi cant scale levels from synthetic image shown in Fig. 7(b) . [12, 14) [ 14, 17) [ 17, 19) [ 19, 22) [ 22, 24) [ 24, 34) [ 34, 38) [ 38, 43) Table 6 
